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Abstract

Constructing responses in task-oriented dia-
logue systems typically relies on information
sources such the current dialogue state or ex-
ternal databases. This paper presents a novel
approach to knowledge-grounded response gen-
eration that combines retrieval-augmented lan-
guage models with logical reasoning. The ap-
proach revolves around a knowledge graph rep-
resenting the current dialogue state and back-
ground information, and proceeds in three steps.
The knowledge graph is first enriched with log-
ically derived facts inferred using probabilis-
tic logical programming. A neural model is
then employed at each turn to score the con-
versational relevance of each node and edge
of this extended graph. Finally, the elements
with highest relevance scores are converted to
a natural language form, and are integrated into
the prompt for the neural conversational model
employed to generate the system response.

We investigate the benefits of the proposed ap-
proach on two datasets (KVRET and Graph-
WOZ) along with a human evaluation. Exper-
imental results show that the combination of
(probabilistic) logical reasoning with conversa-
tional relevance scoring does increase both the
factuality and fluency of the responses.

1 Introduction

Although Large Language Models (LLMs) are
widely used for conversational response genera-
tion, they still suffer from a number of shortcom-
ings, including their propensity to produce hal-
lucinated content (Ji et al., 2023). Recent work
has demonstrated how to exploit external infor-
mation sources such as knowledge bases (KBs)
to improve the output of LLMs in various down-
stream tasks (Yu et al., 2022a), including dialogue
systems (Wang et al., 2021). A promising ap-
proach is Retrieval-Augmented Generation (RAG),
which operates by first retrieving relevant infor-
mation from external sources and then augment-

ing the input provided to the LLM with this re-
trieved content (Lewis et al., 2020). While RAG
has been demonstrated to reduce hallucinations
(Shuster et al., 2021), LLMs are nonetheless eas-
ily distracted by irrelevant information (Shi et al.,
2023). For this reason, one should strike a balance
between providing the model with potentially use-
ful information and avoiding overloading it with
too many spurious or irrelevant facts.

Moreover, while LLMs have recently shown
some success at reasoning benchmarks (Bubeck
et al., 2023), their ability to engage in multi-step
reasoning remains poor. In particular, Dziri et al.
(2023) provide a systematic investigation of the
performance of LLMs on several compositional
reasoning tasks, and find that those models largely
rely on pattern matching shortcuts and fall short of
exhibiting generic problem-solving skills.

This paper presents a novel approach to retrieval
augmented generation in task-oriented dialogue
systems that seeks to address those challenges. Fol-
lowing (Walker et al., 2022), we represent the back-
ground knowledge of the system as a graph of dy-
namically updated facts representing the dialogue
state. This initial graph is first enriched at each
turn with derived facts inferred through probabilis-
tic logical programming using a limited number of
rules, using ProbLog as a framework (Fierens et al.,
2015). The conversational relevance of each fact is
then scored using a neural model, based on various
features expressing both the conversational saliency
of each entity and semantic similarity between the
fact and the recent dialogue history. The most rel-
evant facts are then converted into sentences and
incorporated into the input of the response genera-
tion model. Crucially, the relevance scoring model
and the response generation model are optimised
jointly based on dialogue examples. Figure 1 pro-
vides a general sketch of the approach.

The paper makes the following contributions:

1. The use of probabilistic logical programming
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Figure 1: General sketch of the proposed approach. The starting point is a dialogue state represented as a
knowledge graph that combines both background information and various features extracted from the dialogue turns
(transcriptions, speakers, entity mentions). In Step 1, the facts representing the nodes and edges of the graph are first
extended with derived facts using probabilistic logical programming. Those facts are then verbalized (converted
into natural language sentences) in Step 2, and a neural model is employed to score their conversational relevance
with regard to the current dialogue context. Finally, the k most relevant facts are included in Step 3 as part of the
prompt for the neural language model responsible for producing the actual system response.

to extend the knowledge graph representing
the current dialogue state with derived facts.

2. A neural scoring model that relies on both
dialogue-level features (such as recency) and
semantic similarity to determine the most rele-
vant nodes and edges of this augmented graph.

3. An empirical evaluation of the above approach
using two dialogue datasets (KVRET and
GraphWOZ) and a human evaluation.

2 Related Work

Several papers have investigated the use of neu-
ral models to retrieve relevant information from
knowledge sources and integrate their results in
response generation. Dinan et al. (2018) distin-
guish between the tasks of knowledge selection
and response generation for knowledge-grounded
dialogue agents. This information may be struc-
tured or unstructured (Young et al., 2018; Zhao
et al., 2020), and generally consists of documents
describing entities which may be relevant to the
dialogue. For an open-domain dialogue model, this
background information can be drawn from sources
such as Wikipedia. In task-oriented dialogue, rele-
vant information will depend more heavily on the
domain of the dialogues. Previous work has also
demonstrated the effectiveness of jointly learning a

language model with a knowledge retrieval model
(Zhang et al., 2021), simplifying the task of identi-
fying relevant items without labelled data.

External information, often in the form of KBs,
is crucial to many dialogue models (Ghazvinine-
jad et al., 2018; Parthasarathi and Pineau, 2018;
Zhang et al., 2018; Madotto et al., 2018). Multi-
ple approaches exist for combining retrieval and
generation to yield higher quality responses, such
as by first generating a response and subsequently
refining it (Weston et al., 2018). The model used
by Peng et al. (2023) queries an LLM and evaluates
the output for factuality, and re-queries the system
with feedback to elicit a more factual response.

Thulke et al. (2021) propose an approach which
samples a subset of the background knowledge
rather than optimizing over the entirety of it, a
process that we also integrate in our model train-
ing process. The Global-to-Local Knowledge Se-
lection model is an alternative which pre-selects
information across the whole of the background
knowledge using topic transition vectors (Ren et al.,
2020). Meanwhile, He et al. (2021) proposed a
model which integrated information about system
API calls to the retrieval model.

Numerous models make use of large, static,
knowledge bases to augment language models. The
KETOD model (Chen et al., 2022) used Wikipedia
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data to enhance a task-oriented dialogue system’s
responses with information about entities in the di-
alogue. Likewise, Kim et al. (2020) and Zhan et al.
(2021) modelled knowledge selection with a latent
variable model, which have also shown strong re-
sults for RAG in a zero-shot setting (Li et al., 2020).
Moon et al. (2019) investigated a graph decoder
model using random walks over a knowledge graph
containing dialogue relevant information. Paran-
jape et al. (2021) made use of a "guide" retriever
model to use posterior information from responses
to help the retriever model learn from relevance
in both the input and reference output responses.
Cai et al. (2019) made of of a "skeleton-guided"
response generator in a dialogue system.

RAG has also been used to improve common
sense reasoning (Yu et al., 2022b), or incorporate
graphs of commonsense knowledge to the model
(Zhang et al., 2019a). Common sense knowledge
in the SenticNet KB has also been used as a source
of knowledge for a dialogue model (Young et al.,
2018), albeit without logical reasoning over the
graph. Liu et al. (2019b) explored a model which
used multi-hop reasoning to identify a relevant ver-
tex in a graph of "factoids" which are each asso-
ciated with unstructured sentences. Other models
have made use of linguistic rule-based components
to combine semantic representations of the dia-
logue state with background knowledge to improve
empathetic responses and dialogue flow in task-
oriented dialogue (Smith et al., 2011).

A hierarchical approach to knowledge grounded
task-oriented dialogue was presented by Lee and
Jeong (2023), where the pipeline is composed of
domain identification, entity extraction, and a pre-
trained language model to rank relevant documents.
Other work proposed a novel factuality-specific
sampling algorithm to improve LLM output (Lee
et al., 2022), while Bonetta et al. (2021) used k-
nearest neighbors to find relevant information.

3 Approach

As illustrated in Figure 1, the approach proceeds
in three steps. Probabilistic logical programming
is first employed to extend the initial knowledge
graph with new facts based on a small set of rules.
A neural scoring model then determines the rele-
vance of those facts in the current dialogue context.
The most relevant facts are then included as part
of the input to the second neural model, which is
responsible for the actual response generation. The

next sections describe those steps.

3.1 Dialogue state representation

Following (Walker et al., 2022), we represent the
current dialogue state (along with other background
information that might be relevant for response gen-
eration) as a knowledge graph consisting of mul-
tiple entities connected by relations. The graph
is always grounded in a specific dialogue and
continuously evolves during the interaction, with
new nodes and edges representing dialogue turns,
speakers, or entity mentions. The dynamic and
dialogue-specific nature of this knowledge graph
stands in contrast with the static KBs (based on
e.g. Wikipedia or similar sources) typically used in
knowledge-grounded generation.

To account for uncertainties associated with
noisy or partial observations (such as ASR tran-
scriptions of user utterances or ambiguous referen-
tial links), both node attributes and labelled edges
may be associated with probabilities.

3.2 Probabilistic logical programming

To explicitly reason over this graph, we rely on
the probabilistic logical programming language
ProbLog (Kimmig et al., 2011; Fierens et al., 2015).
We assign each node to a unique identifier and rep-
resent the node attributes and edges as (ground)
logical predicates, as illustrated in Figure 1. Node
attributes and edges associated with a probability
< 1 are expressed as probabilistic facts.

3.2.1 ProbLog

A ProbLog program consists of two parts: a set
of ground probabilistic facts, and a logic program,
expressed as a set of logical clauses. The clauses
may be themselves associated with probabilities.
ProbLog also allows for the definition of “anno-
tated disjunctions” where mutually exclusive facts
are coupled with a discrete probability distribu-
tion. Syntax-wise, ProbLog is a probabilistic exten-
sion of Prolog and supports both probabilistic and
inductive reasoning. Given a set of logical rules
and ground facts, ProbLog provides inference al-
gorithms to efficiently query the probability of one
or more predicates. This inference is done by con-
verting the facts and logical program to a compact
encoding such as Sentential Decision Diagrams
(Vlasselaer et al., 2014) and then running weighted
model counting (Chavira and Darwiche, 2008) on
this compiled representation.
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3.2.2 Entity linking rules
An important task in goal-oriented dialogues is
to connect entity mentions to the actual entities
present in the KB. For instance, if “Jill Martinez”
is mentioned by the user, this mention must be
linked to the actual node (p1) for that person in
the KB. Entity mentions may correspond to named
entities, but may also take the form of pronouns
(”she”) or generic noun phrases (“the meeting”).

We first detect entity mentions in user utter-
ances using a neural sequence labelling model fine-
tuned on labelled, in-domain data from a pretrained
ROBERTA model (Liu et al., 2019a). A small set
of probabilistic ProbLog rules is then employed
to determine the most likely reference among the
entities in the knowledge graph. Those rules take
advantage of both edit distance metrics and recency
measures (Walker et al., 2022). Each rule is at-
tached to a probability reflecting its strength. Those
probabilities are estimated empirically from partial
interpretations on the training data, following the
approach described in Gutmann et al. (2011). After
applying those entity linking rules, the outcome is
then written back to the knowledge graph as proba-
bilistic refers_to edges linking each observed
mention to the entity it refers to.

3.2.3 Commonsense rules
Consider a scenario where a task-oriented dialogue
system must answer a user question:

"What events do I have today?"

Assuming the knowledge graph contains basic
information about calendar events such as their
date, time and attendees, answering this question
rests upon multiple reasoning steps. As multi-step
reasoning remains a challenging task for language
models (Liu et al., 2023), we specify a small num-
ber of commonsense reasoning rules to automat-
ically derive new facts from the current dialogue
state. For the above example, the connection be-
tween dates and events in context can be made
explicit with the following rule:

person(P), event(E),
attendee(E,P), date(E,D),
date(today,D)
=⇒ attending_today(E,P)

A second example of a logical rule is as follows:
room(R), ¬(event(E),
location(E,R), date(E,D),
date(today,D), start_time(E,ST),
end_time(E,ET),
time_between(T,ST,ET,1))
=⇒ room_available_today(R,T)

The above rule simply states that a room R is
available today at a given time T if no event is
scheduled at that time in that room.

The goal of those commonsense rules is to de-
duce facts that may provide useful information to
the response generation model. Those logically
derived facts will typically correspond to informa-
tion that may be queried by the users, such as a
person’s agenda for today or the availability of a
room at a given time. To avoid deriving too many
spurious or irrelevant facts, we only query ProbLog
for facts pertaining to entities recently mentioned
in the dialogue history. For our experiments, we
query entities mentioned in the current turn.

After applying both entity linking and common-
sense rules, the facts are converted to a natural lan-
guage verbalization. Each predicate is associated
with a handcrafted template which creates a natural
language form of the fact. For example, a person
defined by the fact person(p_123)with a name
name(p_123, "Lisa Wilson") can be ver-
balized as Lisa Wilson is a person.

3.3 Relevance Scoring

The second component of the proposed approach
is a neural model that scores the relevance of the
verbalized facts (including both the intial ones as
well as the ones derived through logical reason-
ing). Given a dialogue history x = [u1, ...un]
corresponding to a list of utterances and a set of
verbalized facts Z, the relevance scoring model ex-
presses the probability P (z|x) that the fact z ∈ Z
is relevant for responding to x.

The model is expressed as a simple feedforward
neural network based on the following inputs:

1. Semantic similarity measures between z and
x, using the cosine similarity between the em-
bedding of the verbalized fact z and the em-
bedding of the most recent k utterances in the
dialogue history x (concatenated if k > 1):

sim(z, x) =
Enc(z) · Enc(x[n−k:n])

∥Enc(z)∥ ∥Enc(x[n−k:n]∥

The Enc embeddings are obtained with
a sentence-BERT model (Reimers and
Gurevych, 2019) optimized for semantic
search and question answering1. The cosine
similarity is computed for k = 1 and 2.

1
https://huggingface.co/sentence-transformers/

multi-qa-MiniLM-L6-cos-v1
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2. BM25 information retrieval scores (Robert-
son et al., 2009) using the verbalized facts as
database and the user utterance as a query.

3. Recency score expressing whether the fact z
pertains to a recently mentioned entity. This
score relies on the refers_to predicates
derived from entity linking and captures the
conversational saliency of entities and facts
related to them. For instance, facts related
to p1 in Fig. 1 are salient since the person is
mentioned in the last utterance.

The relevance model P (z|x) is trained jointly
with the response generation. Concretely, we define
the probability of a response y given a dialogue
history x as:

P (y|x) =
∑

z∈Z
P (y|x, z)P (z|x) (1)

where P (y|x, z) is provided by the response gen-
eration model (see below), and express the proba-
bility of a response y given a prompt concatenating
the dialogue history x and fact z, and P (z|x) ex-
press the relevance of z for x. The relevance model
P (z|x) is then optimized by back-propagating the
cross-entropy loss of Eq. (1) using a training set
of dialogue examples. Intuitively, a fact will there-
fore be deemed as relevant if its inclusion in the
prompt makes it relatively easier for the generation
model to produce the correct response. To ensure
the inference remains efficient, Eq. (1) is simplified
by sampling the K most relevant facts instead of
marginalizing over all possible facts.

3.4 Response Generation
The final step of our approach is to generate a re-
sponse y based on both the current dialogue history
x and a set of relevant facts z1 : zK , where K de-
notes the number of facts (sorted by relevance) to
include in the input prompt. Any pretrained lan-
guage model can be employed for this task. We
rely for our experiments on both the GODEL model
(Peng et al., 2022) which is specifically designed
for goal-oriented dialog as well the generic GPT
3.5 model (Brown et al., 2020).

4 Evaluation

We evaluate the performance of the proposed ap-
proach on two existing dialogue datasets along with
a human evaluation. We present below the experi-
mental design, and discuss the results.

4.1 Datasets

GraphWOZ (Walker et al., 2022)
GraphWOZ contains task-oriented dialogue with
dialogues discussing people and places in a fic-
tional organization to schedule meetings and dis-
cover information. Each dialogue is paired with
synthetically generated calendar events. The
graphs contain fictive people, rooms, and events
along with dialogue information such as utterances
and mentions of entities in utterances.

Although the calendar information is syntheti-
cally generated, generation of new dialogue utter-
ances with calendar information may not accurately
reflect real system-human interaction. In consid-
eration of this factor and to compensate for the
small amount of training data, we augment the
GraphWOZ training set with modified versions of
the original dialogues where entities are replaced
in both the knowledge base and dialogue history.
We replace entity names with randomly sampled
replacements, and the dates and times of the di-
alogues and events in the KBs are replaced such
that relative terms such as "today", "tomorrow",
"morning", and "afternoon" remain consistent in
the modified dialogue.

The entity linking and commonsense rules for
this dataset are provided in the Appendix.

KVRET (Eric et al., 2017)
This dataset contains task-oriented dialogue in
three domains: weather, navigation, and calendar
scheduling. Each type of dialogue contains as-
sociated KB information representing objects of
interest which are discussed in the dialogue. The
knowledge bases in KVRET were created by ran-
domly sampling attribute values for defined slots
according to the domain. We convert these KBs
into a ProbLog program along with the user utter-
ances and mentions of objects. For simplicity, we
take a string equality match of a substring in the
utterance to an object in the KB as a refers_to
relation.

We rely on three simple ProbLog rules for this
dataset. The weather domain has a rule which de-
termines "today" along the weather for a particular
day and location. In the calendar scheduling do-
main, we provide a rule to handle location names
with multiple potential referents. Lastly, for the
navigation domain we define a rule comparing the
distance from the user to two points of interests
and determining which one is closest. Each of
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Model Dev Test
BLEU METEOR BERTScore BLEU METEOR BERTScore

GODELNoFacts 0.17 0.37 0.89 0.11 0.36 0.88
GODELAllFacts 0.14 0.38 0.88 0.13 0.33 0.88
GODELRelevance 0.18 0.38 0.89 0.14 0.33 0.88
GODELRelevance+Logic 0.17 0.37 0.89 0.16 0.35 0.88

GPTNoFacts 0.08 0.35 0.88 0.06 0.32 0.87
GPTAllFacts 0.07 0.36 0.88 0.06 0.32 0.87
GPTRelevance 0.07 0.35 0.88 0.06 0.35 0.87
GPTRelevance+Logic 0.07 0.37 0.88 0.07 0.36 0.87

Table 1: Results with reference-based metrics on the development and test set of GraphWOZ.

Model Dev Test
BLEU METEOR BERTScore BLEU METEOR BERTScore

GODELNoFacts 0.18 0.45 0.91 0.11 0.36 0.91
GODELRelevance 0.18 0.42 0.91 0.16 0.41 0.91
GODELRelevance+Logic 0.20 0.43 0.91 0.17 0.42 0.91

Table 2: Results with reference-based metrics on the development and test set of KVRET.

these rules therefore makes information explicitly
available to the system which would be unavailable
from context or otherwise require logical inference
that an LLM is not optimized to perform.

4.2 Models
We experiment with the four following types of
response generation models:

NoFacts Generation model that does not use the
knowledge graph at all and produce a response
based on the current dialogue history.

AllFacts+Logic Generation model using all ver-
balized facts (including logically derived
ones), without relevance scoring. These facts
are shuffled and truncated to fit into the con-
text window of the generation model.

Relevance Generation model using the initial facts
from the knowledge graph (but without logi-
cally derived ones) ranked using the relevance
scoring model. The 10 most relevant facts are
then prepended to the prompt.

Relevance+Logic Generation model using both
the initial facts and the logically derived ones,
along with the relevance scoring model to se-
lect the 10 most relevant facts.

We experiment with two generative models:
the encoder-decoder GODEL (Peng et al., 2022),

which is pre-trained on large volumes of multi-turn
dialogues, and the recent GPT-3.5 model (Brown
et al., 2020). We first test the response genera-
tion capabilities of GPT-3.5 with the three different
approaches on GraphWOZ. For each turn, we pro-
vide the system with the dialogue history up to
the current turn. When using all facts, background
knowledge is added as a single document in the
initial prompt, as repeating the entire document of
the facts at each turn would result in truncation
of the dialogue history without adding additional
information.

4.3 Metrics
For both GraphWOZ and KVRET, we use standard
evaluation metrics such BLEU, METEOR and the
averaged BERTScore F1 (Zhang et al., 2019b). We
also use the recently introduced UniEval (Zhong
et al., 2022), a reference-free metric which has been
shown to correlate well with human judgments.

We also evaluate the factuality of the responses
by manually annotating them with two types of
error. The first error type are hallucinations, which
we define as either (a) a statement that contradicts
the KB, including contradictions implied by the
dialogue context ; (b) a statement referring to a
nonexistent entity in the KB ; or (c) a statement
describing a calendar action that would create a
calendar conflict if enacted.
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Model Coherence Groundedness Naturalness Understandability

GODELNoFacts 0.946 0.908 0.871 0.864
GODELAllFacts 0.975 0.943 0.903 0.896
GODELRelevance 0.916 0.878 0.862 0.855
GODELRelevance+Logic 0.979 0.951 0.868 0.861

GPTNoFacts 0.951 0.880 0.943 0.938
GPTAllFacts 0.952 0.878 0.931 0.925
GPTRelevance 0.969 0.912 0.935 0.931
GPTRelevance+Logic 0.949 0.883 0.928 0.922

Table 3: UniEval Score (Reference-free) on the test set of GraphWOZ.

Model Dev Test
Hallucinations Retrieval Errors Hallucinations Retrieval Errors

GPTNoFacts 34 (18%) 17 (9%) 32 (17%) 16 (8%)
GPTAllFacts 23 (13%) 11 (6%) 23 (13%) 20 (11%)
GPTRelevance 21 (12%) 13 (7%) 24 (13%) 16 (8%)
GPTRelevance+Logic 15 (8%) 14 (8%) 25 (14%) 9 (5%)

Table 4: Turns containing hallucinations and retrieval errors (GraphWOZ, 181 turns in Dev, 180 in Test)

The second type of error occurs when the sys-
tem fails to retrieve information it has access to
or should have access to. We denote this type of
error as a retrieval error, and we annotate a turn as
containing a retrieval error if it contains:

• A statement denying having access to informa-
tion which exists in the calendar, or does not
answer a question while answering another ;

• A confirmation of inviting a person to a meet-
ing without specifying whom ;

• A request to confirm a piece of information
that was already confirmed.

4.4 Results

Tables 1 and 2 respectively provide the results of
the reference-based metrics on GraphWOZ and
KVRET. We observe modest differences between
the models, particularly on the development set.
This is expected as those metrics are not really
suited to measure the extent to which a language
model produces factual answers. We do never-
theless observe a slight increase in BLEU score
when logic-derived facts are added. This result is
consistent in both GraphWOZ and KVRET. The
differences in UniEval, shown in Table 3 were also
small, with the model using all facts performing
comparably to the Relevance+Logic model.

However, for the manually annotated halluci-
nated and retrieval errors in Table 4 (only annotated
for the GPT models), we do observe a substantial
reduction in overall errors for the Relevance+Logic
model compared to the baselines. Particularly in
the development set, the model using all facts (with-
out relevance scoring) frequently produce hallu-
cinations, such as incorrect attributes of various
people and events.

4.5 Error Analysis

Qualitatively, the errors produced by the models
also differed. The GPT models using selected facts
were more likely to provide all available informa-
tion, whether requested or not. In some cases, the
model produced statements connecting unrelated
facts and implying an error, for example:

User: Hi robot, my name is Curtis Williams,
please let me know when the meeting called, de-
liverables team meeting. [sic]
System: Hello Curtis! The deliverables team meet-
ing will be held on Friday, April 08 at 11:30 AM
in the Beta conference room. Annette Harding is
organizing the meeting on behalf of the Mathemat-
ics group. You and Angela Jimenez are scheduled
to attend the meeting. The meeting is scheduled
to last for 30 minutes until the Niches team meet-
ing starts at 12:00. Michael Glover is attending
the Niches team meeting and Annette Harding is
also attending the Deliverables team meeting with
you. Is there anything else you need assistance
with?
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Although the general content is factual, the
niches team meeting was on a different day de-
spite the implication of the phrasing. The GPT
model with all facts responded erroneously at the
same turn as:

Alright Curtis, I have checked your calendar and it
looks like there is a "Deliverables Team Meeting"
scheduled for tomorrow at 2:00 pm in room 619.
Would you like me to add any notes or reminders
for the meeting?"

While more concise, the system incorrectly states
the time of the event (11:30) and date (today), as
well as the location (Beta). This apparently arises
from misattribution of background facts relating to
other events scheduled across times and locations.

4.6 Human Evaluation
Experimental setup
To confirm the performance of the approach in ac-
tual interactions, we also conduct a human evalua-
tion in the context of a receptionist scenario similar
to GraphWOZ, where the participant interacts with
the system to find information about entities and
schedule events. We recruited 16 participants in-
cluding students from the university and employees
to interact with the dialogue systems through text.
Users were instructed to interact with the system
to accomplish a task, mark the conversation as fin-
ished when either the task appeared complete or the
dialogue system unrecoverably failed. After each
dialogue, the users were prompted to rate the dia-
logue on a scale of 1 to 5 for two statements, where
1 is "Never", 2 is "Mostly Not", 3 "Sometimes", 4
"Mostly", and 5 "Always":

• The system responded to me in a conversation-
ally relevant way.

• The system successfully completed my task
and gave me the information I asked for.

Users were instructed to repeat this process for
30 minutes, with priority given to conversation
quality. For each dialogue, a model was randomly
selected and a random dialogue state similar to the
GraphWOZ dataset was generated for the dialogue.
A task was then randomly generated from a set of
task templates involving fictive entities. The col-
lected dialogues were then manually annotated for
both hallucinations and retrieval errors. Because
the total number of turns varied from model to
model, we evaluate the proportion of turns which
contain hallucinations and retrieval errors.

Model Task Appropriateness

GODELNone 3.35 3.07
GODELAll 3.75 3.63
GODELLogic 4.08 3.75

GPTNone 4.18 4.59
GPTAll 4.09 4.32
GPTLogic 4.37 4.11

Table 5: Average participant scores for the model task
completion and appropriateness criteria.

Model Hallucinations Retrieval #
errors

GODELNone 0.17 0.41 105
GODELAll 0.24 0.32 84
GODELLogic 0.22 0.21 67

GPTNone 0.32 0.14 88
GPTAll 0.22 0.39 117
GPTLogic 0.20 0.12 132

Table 6: Proportion of system responses containing
either hallucinations or retrieval errors in the human
evaluation experiments. The last column indicates the
total number of system utterances from all dialogues
with that model.

Results
As for the GraphWOZ results, the human interac-
tion experiments indicate a reduction in the propor-
tion of turns with hallucinations or retrieval errors,
as shown in Table 6. This reduction is observed
for both model types when the logic-enhanced rel-
evance scoring model was used.

The participant scores in Table 5 ranked the mod-
els which used the relevance scored facts highest.
While the GODEL model using the relevant facts
scored higher in appropriateness, the opposite pat-
tern is observable in the GPT models, although the
scores remain relatively high. As not every partic-
ipant interacted with every model, differences in
scoring between individual participants cannot be
discounted as a factor impacting these results, thus
a larger study would be beneficial.

5 Conclusion

This paper presented a novel approach to retrieval-
augmented response generation in task-oriented
dialogue systems. The approach relies a dynamic
knowledge graph representing the dialogue state,
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which is enriched at each turn with facts derived
from a small set of rules specified in the ProbLog
language. Those facts are then ranked by relevance
using a dedicated scoring model which accounts
for both the semantic similarity and conversational
saliency of each fact. The most relevant facts are
then incorporated to the background knowledge
provided as input to the response generation model.

We provide experimental results showing that
the combination of logical reasoning with a rel-
evance scoring model leads to more factual re-
sponses. In particular, the logical rules seem to
assist the generation model’s ability to provide re-
sponses grounded in multi-step reasoning based on
the available background knowledge.

The proportion of errors remains, however, rela-
tively high, likely due to the very limited number of
dialogues available for training in GraphWOZ and
KVRET. Future work will focus on evaluating the
potential of this approach in other (and potentially
broader) dialogue domains.
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A Appendix

A.1 Entity linking rules
The ProbLog rules employed for entity linking are given below. The probabilities attached to the rules are
estimated empirically using the parameter estimation approach implement in ProbLog library, based on
Learning from Interpretations (Gutmann et al., 2011).

0.60838635::refers_to(M,E) :- new(U), mention(U,M), string(M,S),
is_processable_time(S,0), name(E,N), jw_similarity(N,S,O), O>0.9.

0::refers_to(M,E) :- new(U), mention(U,M), string(M,S),
is_processable_time(S,0), name(E,N), jw_similarity(N,S,O), O>0.8.

0::refers_to(M,E) :- new(U), mention(U,M), string(M,S),
is_processable_time(S,0), name(E,N), jw_similarity(N,S,O), O>0.7.

0.72255423::refers_to(M,E) :- new(U), mention(U,M), string(M,S),
is_processable_time(S,0), name(E,N), lev_distance(N,S,O), O < 2.

0.30394455::refers_to(M,E) :- new(U), mention(U,M), string(M,S),
is_processable_time(S,0), name(E,N), lev_distance(N,S,O), O < 3.

0::refers_to(M,E) :- new(U), mention(U,M), string(M,S),
is_processable_time(S,0), name(E,N), lev_distance(N,S,O), O < 6.

0.0019686::refers_to(M,E) :- new(U), mention(U,M), string(M,S),
is_processable_time(S,0), name(E,N), lcs(N,S,O), O > 3.

0::refers_to(M,E) :- new(U), mention(U,M), string(M,S),
is_processable_time(S,0), name(E,N), string(M,S), lcs(N,S,O), O > 6.

0::refers_to(M,E) :- new(U), mention(U,M), string(M,S),
is_processable_time(S,0), name(E,N), nb_common_words(N,S,O), O > 0.

0::refers_to(M,E) :- new(U), mention(U,M), string(M,S),
is_processable_time(S,0), name(E,N), nb_common_words(N,S,O), O > 1.

0::refers_to(M,E) :- new(U), mention(U,M), string(M,S),
is_processable_time(S,0), name(E,N), nb_common_words(N,S,O), O > 2.

0.27142172::refers_to(M,E) :- new(U), mention(U,M), respond_to(U,AR1),
mention(AR1,PM1), refers_to(PM1, E).

0.12752306::refers_to(M,E) :- new(U), mention(U,M), respond_to(U,AR1),
respond_to(AR1,PU1), mention(PU1,PM1), refers_to(PM1, E).

0.07429096::refers_to(M,E) :- new(U), mention(U,M), respond_to(U,AR1),
respond_to(AR1,PU1), respond_to(PU1,AR2), mention(AR2,PM1), refers_to(PM1, E).

0.01403269::refers_to(M,E) :- new(U), mention(U,M), respond_to(U,AR1),
respond_to(AR1,PU1), respond_to(PU1,AR2), respond_to(AR2,PU2),

mention(PU2,PM2), refers_to(PM1, E).

A.2 Commonsense rules
The rules employed for commonsense reasoning on the GraphWOZ dialogues are provided below.

event_today(E,T) :- event(E), start_time(E,T), date(at_today,D), date(E,D).

event_tomorrow(E,T) :- event(E), start_time(E,T), date(at_tomorrow,D), date(E,D).

person_group(P,G) :- people(P), group(P,G).

group_members(G,L) :- group(G), findall(P, person_group(P,G), L).

count_members(G,N) :- group(G), refers_to(M,G), group_members(G,L), list_length(L,N).
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room_available_today(R,T) :- room(R), \+(location(E,R), date(E,D), date(at_today,D),
start_time(E,ST), end_time(E,ET), time_between(T,ST,ET,1)).

room_available_tomorrow(R,T) :- room(R), \+(location(E,R), date(E,D),
date(at_tomorrow,D), start_time(E,ST), end_time(E,ET), time_between(T,ST,ET,1)).

room_available_now(P) :- room(P), \+(room_busy_now(P)).

room_busy_now(P) :- room(P), time(at_now,T), attendee(E,P), date(E,D),
date(at_today,D), start_time(E,ST), end_time(E,ET), time_between(T,ST,ET,1).

person_available_today(P,T) :- refers_to(M,P), people(P),
string(_,T), is_time_expression(T,1), \+(person_busy_today(P,T)).

person_busy_today(P,T) :- refers_to(M,P), people(P), string(_,T),
is_time_expression(T,1), attendee(E,P), date(E,D), date(at_today,D),
start_time(E,ST), end_time(E,ET), time_between(T,ST,ET,1).

person_available_tomorrow(P,T) :- refers_to(M,P), people(P), string(_,T),
is_time_expression(T,1), \+(person_busy_tomorrow(P,T).

person_busy_tomorrow(P,T) :- refers_to(M,P), people(P), string(_,T),
is_time_expression(T,1), attendee(E,P), date(E,D), date(at_tomorrow,D),
start_time(E,ST), end_time(E,ET), time_between(T,ST,ET,1).

person_available_now(P) :- refers_to(M,P), people(P), time(at_now,T),
\+(person_busy_now(P)).

person_busy_now(P) :- refers_to(M,P), people(P), time(at_now,T), attendee(E,P),
date(E,D), date(at_today,D), start_time(E,ST), end_time(E,ET),
time_between(T,ST,ET,1).

attending_today(E,P) :- attendee(E,P), date(E,D), date(at_today,D).

person_events_today(P,L) :- refers_to(M,P), people(P),
findall(X, attending_today(X,P), L).

attending_tomorrow(E,P) :- attendee(E,P), date(E,D), date(at_tomorrow,D).

person_events_tomorrow(P,L) :- refers_to(M,P), people(P),
findall(X, attending_tomorrow(X,P), L).

available_rooms_now(L) :- findall(R, room_available_now(R), L).

available_rooms_today(L,T) :- string(_,M), morning_time(M,1), between(8,11,T),
findall(R, room_available_today(R,T), L).

available_rooms_tomorrow(L,T) :- string(_,M), morning_time(M,1), between(8,11,T),
findall(R, room_available_tomorrow(R,T), L).

available_rooms_today(L,T) :- string(_,M), afternoon_time(M,1), between(12,17,T),
findall(R, room_available_today(R,T), L).

available_rooms_tomorrow(L,T) :- string(_,M), afternoon_time(M,1), between(12,17,T),
findall(R, room_available_tomorrow(R,T), L).

time_place(E,D,T) :- refers_to(M,E), event(E), date(E,D), start_time(E,T).
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